[Clinical application of VNTR-typing of Mycobacteria tuberculosis strains: monitoring of treatment quality and of laboratory service].
An early diagnosis of super-infection and mixed infection of Mycobacteria tuberculosis is highly important for the correction of an assigned treatment and for a positive prognostication. An analysis of loci with varying tandem repeats (VNTR) is a simple in use and reproducible method of M. tuberculosis genotyping. Thirty-seven serial isolates of M. tuberculosis from 12 patients with pulmonary tuberculosis including changing resistance to TB drugs registered in follow-up and treatment underwent VNTR-typing for 6 loci: ETR-A, C, E, V1, V3 and V4. Both super-infection and mixed infection were shown in 33.3% of cases to cause changes in the profile of resistance to TB drugs. In 3 patients, changes in the drug resistance profile were accompanied by a substitution of a colonizing strain for an epidemic clonal variant of the Beijing family with the 445446 genotype. Whereas in one patient, there was a substitution of the Beijing strain for the genotype 222422 strain, which is typical of M. tuberculosis with the S42 spoligotype. One intermediate serial isolate from the above patient had a mixed culture of 2 polyresistant strains of M. tuberculosis (445476 + 222422). In one case, the substitution of the infecting strain for a strain with changed genotypes and profiles of resistance to antibiotics occurred twice within an interval of 5-6 months. The 343543 genotype strain changed for the 452562 genotype strain and then--for the 445466 genotype strain; the final genotype variant belonged to the Beijing family. Serial isolates from 8 patients retained their original genotype (Beijing). In such cases, the changing spectrum of resistance to TB drugs can be associated with the secondary drug resistance acquired by strains in the process of treatment or with errors of laboratory equipment. Finally, the VNTR analysis is a rapid, easy-in-use and effective tool for the systemic typing of M. tuberculosis isolates in clinical practice.